
Documentary Filmmaker Stacy Peralta Directs National Spots for Carhartt with 
Commercial Production Company Nonfiction Unlimited 
 
Bi-coastal commercial production company, Nonfiction Unlimited, exclusively representing award 
winning documentary filmmakers for advertising spots, recently sent director Stacy Peralta 
packing to the frigid, remote Alaskan tundra. His project was two doc-style commercials for 
Carhartt outerwear. Ad agency, Team Detroit, tapped Peralta, the award-winning film director of 
Dogtown and Z-Boys, Riding Giants and Bones Brigade, to capture the authentic character of two 
real-life Alaska-based workers and the harsh and beautiful settings in which they live and work.  
 
“Stacy’s unique brand of stylized documentary work fit the visual storytelling these spots 
required,” said Loretta “LJ” Jeneski, founder of Nonfiction Unlimited. “We’re thrilled he had the 
opportunity to work on this fantastic project.” 
 
The spots feature (separately) Kovi Linden, a bush pilot based in Homer who flies medical and 
other critical supplies and people in and out of isolated locations, and Ramey Smyth, an Iditarod 
dog-musher in Willow who raises and trains nearly thirty canine athletes. Both men’s breathtaking 
surroundings and unusual occupations offered rich opportunities to Peralta, working with Director 
of Photography, Jeff Stonehouse, to combine wide cinematic shots with intimate details. The 
team used a variety of techniques and equipment including traditional aerial photography plus a 
remote control helicopter, and a very extensive set of prime lenses to capture dramatic visuals 
and tell Kovi and Ramey’s unique stories.  
 
“This was a really adventurous, spectacular and occasionally harrowing job,” said Stacy. “We 
traveled to Alaska in pre-production to cast our real-people subjects and scout our locations. It 
was critical to strategize, because every location was very tricky, and we had to have a plan and 
a couple of back-up plans for each one. We occasionally ran into obstacles anyway, during the 
shoot, like the unexpected ten-foot swells that prevented us from filming Kovi’s landing from the 
ground in one remote island location. You have to be flexible when you’re dependent on weather. 
So we filmed Kovi’s landing from the air, and we captured another landing from the ground.  
 
The dog-musher, Ramey Smyth, is like Daniel Boone. He deals with his unbelievably challenging 
life with such ease. It was something I found fascinating, and one of the core ideas of his 
character study for me. We drew a lot of the contrast between the tender relationship moments 
with his dogs and his extremely harsh environment with a combination of mostly hand-held close-
ups and medium shots. All the real day to day experiences those two guys live, minute by minute, 
made the spots incredibly exciting to direct, more than I ever could have imagined up front.” 
 
Visit nonfictionunlimited.com to learn more about Stacy Peralta’s commercial work. 
 
 
 
	
	


